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Index for Case Studies:

Please note: Case Studies #1 and #2 can be used as base line references
for normal vBNS and commodity connections behaviour.

Case Study #1: A normal vBNS connection.

Case Study #2: A normal commodity connection.

Case Study #3: Long-term network outage

Case Study #4: A typical HPC network failure

Case Study #5: An unusual situation where RTT decreases after a switch  from HPC to
commodity network connection

Case Study #6: Route Change

Case Study #7: Asynchronous Routing

Case Study #8: Reverse Path Router Change

Case Study #9: Increased Router Hops Lower RTT

Case Study #10: End Network Failure
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Case Study #1:  A normal vBNS connection

week of: 14 Nov 1999
primary site: San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)
secondary site: National Center for Supercomputer Applications (NCSA)

Figure 1-1: RTT delay for SDSC to NCSA for week of  11-14-99

Explanation: This is a classic example of a high performance network connection.  The most
important characteristic of this type of network is the lack of round trip time (RTT) variance.
Figure 1-1 shows that the network does not suffer from congestion in the same way as most
commodity networks.  (Case Study #2, will discuss a commodity link connection.)  A second
feature of this Case Study is the relatively low RTT.  It averages  55ms while standard
commodity links are well over 150ms.  The combination of these features (lack of congestion
and low RTT) differentiate high performance networks different from commodity networks.

In this vBNS example, we do see minor variance in the round trip time.  While it is only
averages 1-3 milliseconds, this is unusual for a vBNS connection.  This type of behavior, may
indicate an overly used link.  A benefit to studying vBNS, connections is that when a major
network event occurs, it becomes very pronounced when graphed.  On a commodity connection,
this is not the case, as there is much more noise which obscures the event.  One reason we are
seeing such a low RTT is due to the fact that the link travels only over the vBNS, as opposed to
multiple networks (three to five) which are common for a commodity links.  Traveling over the
vBNS, which attempts to achieve only two hops between universities, reduces the total number
of hops in each route.

Supporting Documentation: N/A
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Case Study #2:  A normal commodity connection

week of: 10 Oct 1999
primary site: University of Alaska
secondary site: California State University, Pomona

Figure 2-1: RTT delay for U. of Alaska to CSU Pomona  for week of  10-10-99

Explanation: Figure 2-1 shows a weekly graph of a commodity network connection.  It clearly
shows the daily congestion curves.  These curves are characteristic of commodity networks,
which tend to become saturated during the week days.  As a result, this causes RTT to drastically
increase, and packets to experience queuing delays and higher latency.

It would be interesting to study the correlation between loss data statistics and congestion
phenomena.  However, on our systems, a loss is defined when four consecutive request packets
do not receive a reply.  This tends to only occur during network failures, and does not show the
severity of network congestion.  Current work is being done, at this time, to correct the problem.

In addition to the daily cycle of the congestion curve, you can also see a weekly cycle, where the
weekends exhibit much lower congestion.  You can also see how congestion falls slightly as we
approach the end of the work week.  Comparing this Case Study with Case Study #1, a vBNS
connection, we can see a definite advantage to being on a high performance network connection.
Not only does the vBNS have high bandwidth and lower latency, but it also lacks the congestion
of typical commodity networks.  Another interesting feature of commodity networks is that
traffic tends to flow over many different networks before it reaches the end host, whereas with
the vBNS and Abilene, high performance networks, the traffic flows over only 1-2 networks.

Supporting Documentation: None
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Case Study #3:  Long-term network outage

week of: 29 Sep 1999
primary site: University of Alaska
secondary site: California State University, Pomona

Figure 3-1: RTT delay for U. of Alaska to CSU Pomona for week of  9-29-99

Explanation: In this example, the University of Alaska lost its commodity connection to the
internet for a couple of days.  Because CSU Pomona was not connected to either the vBNS or
Abilene, there was no alternate route for the data flow.  Therefore, during the commodity
connection outage, this route suffered 100% loss.  On Friday the problem was fixed and the
commodity connection was reestablished.  From Wednesday through early Friday the slope of
the graph is smooth, because during this time, in which there was 100% packet loss, no data was
available for the plotting engine.  As a result, the plotting program connected the last
measurement on Wednesday with the first measurement on Friday.  (Creating a straight line.)  In
order to help us analyze the situation depicted in Figure 3-1, we used the daily graphs (Figure 3-
2) which clearly show 100% packet loss during the network outage.  These data sets show a lack
of measurements from Wednesday until Friday morning.  We also see from the route data sets
(Figure 3-3) for Wednesday, that the campus connection, originally traveling over commodity
networks, ends at the campus edge during network failure.  This example, is a good argument for
redundant networking.  In the even of another network outage, traffic would be able to flow over
alternate paths, eliminating network down time.

Supporting Documentation:  Examples of trace route data before and during network outage.

Figure 3-2:  Packet loss for Wednesday, notice how 100% were lost for a majority
of the day.    This 100% loss continued until the problem was solved on Friday.
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Routes Before Outage
(Sep 27 07:30:00 PST)

Routes during outage
(Sep 27 08:00:00 PST)

Unresolvable Unresolvable
Unresolvable Unresolvable
Maewestbr-aip.att-disc.net
sl-w1-mae-0-0-0-100M.sprintlink.net
sl-bb2-stk-4-0-45M.sprintlink.net
sl-bb10-stk-2-2.sprintlink.net
sl-gw11-stk-0-0-0.sprintlink.net
sl-csuhay-1-0-0-T3.sprintlink.net
WESTED-HAY-ATM.CSU.net
POM-WESTED-ATM.CSU.net
AMP-CSU

Figure 3-3: Routing information for Wednesday before and during the network outage.   This data helps pinpoint
the cause for network failure.
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Case Study #4:  A typical HPC network failure

week of: 26 Dec 1999
primary site: University of Alaska
secondary site: South Dakota School of Mines (SDSMT)

Figure 4-1: RTT delay for U. of Alaska to SDSMT for week of  12-26-99

Explanation: Figure 4-1 shows a normal High Performance Connection (HPC), with the
exception of a RTT jump on Monday until early Tuesday.  It is clear that there is little to no
variance for most of the week.  During late Monday and early Tuesday, however, hardware
problems with the Abilene router caused the RTT to increase in excess of 225 ms from its
average 125 ms.  Inspection of the routing data (Figure 4-2), reveals that the hardware failure
caused the path to change from the normal high performance connection to the slower and more
congested commodity network.  During HPC network outages, it is common for paths to re-route
over commodity links.  Once the failure was resolved, the path and RTT returned to normal.

Supporting Documentation:  See next page.
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Supporting Documentation: Examples of trace route data previous to, during, and after
hardware failure.

Before hardware failure
(Mon Dec 27 00:08:16 PST 1999)

∆   During hardware failure
 (Mon Dec 27 17:18:57 PST 1999)

Unresolvable Unresolvable
M40 * Unresolvable
Uacore1-ge-0-0-0-0.pnw-gigapop.net * Ua-gw.alaska.edu
Westincore1-so-0-1-0-0.pnw-gigapop.net * d1-1-3-1.a06.sttlwa01.us.ra.verio.net
Abilene-gsr-GE4-0.pnw-gigapop.net * Ge-6-0.r02.sttlwa01.us.bb.verio.net
Sttl-pnwgp.abilene.ucaid.edu * Sea2.ord0.verio.net
Dnvr-sttl.abilene.ucaid.edu * Ord0.ord2.verio.net
Kscy-denv.abilene.ucaid.edu * Ord2.stl1.verio.net
ks-2-p00.r.greatplains.net * Stl1.vcp1.verio.net
ks-2-sdsmt.r.greatplains.net * Stl0-s600.cp.verio.net
Amp-SDSMT * Kcm0-s400.cp.verio.net

* Kcm1-fa100.cp.verio.net
* Oma0-s100.cp.verio.net
* Sxf0-h20.cp.verio.net
* Sxf0-bit-s0.cp.verio.net
* Sd-sdsmt-2-rc-s3.sd.net
* Hardrock-out.sdsmt.edu
* Cisco081.sdsmt.edu
* Amp-SDSMT

Figure 4-2a: Routing information before and during the hardware failure.

After hardware failure
(Tue Dec 28 23:58:21 PST 1999)
Unresolvable
m40
uacore1-ge-0-0-0-0.pnw-gigapop.net
Westincore1-so-0-1-0-0.pnw-gigapop.net
abilene-gsr-GE3-0.pnw-gigapop.net
sttl-pnwgp.abilene.ucaid.edu
dnvr-sttl.abilene.ucaid.edu
kscy-denv.abilene.ucaid.edu
ks-2-p00.r.greatplains.net
ks-2-sdsmt.r.greatplains.net
Amp-SDSMT

Figure 4-2b: Routing information after the hardware failure.
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Case Study #5: An unusual situation where RTT decreases after a switch
  from HPC to commodity network connection

week of: 25 Jul 1999
primary site: Southern Methodist University (SMU)
secondary site: San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)

Figure 5-1: RTT delay for SMU to SDSC for week of  7-25-99

Explanation: This is an interesting example, in which the same thing happens as in Case Study
#4 (network failure), but with different results.  In this case, when the High Performance
Connection failed, traffic was switched to the commodity link as expected (Figure 5-2a).
However, in this case the commodity route was faster than the HPC connection.  On Friday, the
problem was resolved and the HPC route was re-established (Figure 5-2b).

The question here is, why was the commodity route faster?  One reason is because when traffic
flowed over the commodity link it had to transverse one backbone network, whereas when it was
flowed over the high performance connection it transversed two networks (Abilene and vBNS)
and an exchange point (Figure 5-2a).  Although high performance networks may be faster, data
is often sent out of the way in transversing these networks, causing it to pass through more
network hops thereby increasing RTT.  In this case using the commodity network connection
resulted in lower latency and faster RTT.  Making a permanent switch to the commodity
network, however,  would result in congestion patterns like those of Case Study #2, or those seen
for Wednesday and Thursday in figure 5-1.   Aside from these issues, this case study shows
successful redundant networking.   When the HPC connection failed, redundant networking
(commodity routes) allowed data to continue flowing between SMU and SDSC.

Supporting Documentation: Examples of trace data before, during and after RTT drop
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Route before drop in normal RTT
(Tue Jul 27 00:41:36 PDT 1999)

∆ Route during drop in normal RTT
(Tue Jul 27 20:20:43 PDT 1999)

Isem.smu.edu Isem.smu.edu
Cisco.smu.edu Cisco.smu.edu
Abilfar.smu.edu * S2-0-0-6.dfw-bb1.cerf.net
Atla-hous.Abilene.ucaid.edu * Unresolvable
Nycm-atla.abilene.ucaid.edu * Pos8-3-155M.lax-bb4.cerf.net
Vbns-abilene.abilene.ucaid.edu * Atm1-0-2-622M.san-bb6.cerf.net
Cs-atm0-0-20.sdsc.vbns.net * Pos10-0-0-155M.san-bb1.cerf.net
Unresolvable * Sdsc-gw.san-bb1.cerf.net
AMP-SDSC * Medusa-atm.sdsc.edu

AMP-SDSC
Figure 5-2a: Routing information before and during switch from HPC to commodity networks.

Route after return to normal RTT
(Fri Jul 30 16:00:38 PDT 1999)
Isem.smu.edu
Cisco.smu.edu
Abilfar.smu.edu
Atla-hous.Abilene.ucaid.edu
Nycm-atla.abilene.ucaid.edu
Vbns-abilene.abilene.ucaid.edu
Cs-atm0-0-20.sdsc.vbns.net
Unresolvable
AMP-SDSC

Figure 5-2b: Routing information after switching
back to HPC networks.
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Case Study #6: Route Change

week of: 10 October 1999
primary site: University of Alaska
secondary site: University of California, Irvine (UCI)

Figure 6-1: RTT delay for U. of Alaska to UCI for week of  10-10-99

Explanation: This example shows a beneficial route change for UCI.   From Figure 6-1, we
notice a large decrease (step down) in RTT.  Looking at the daily data for October 10th (Figure 6-
2) we can again see a very clear step down in RTT values.  Upon inspection of the trace route
data (Figure 6-4) the following conclusions can be made.  Prior to October 13th, 1999 traffic
from Alaska to UCI went over the HPC Abilene connection, through an HPC exchange, over
vBNS and to calren2 (a regional network connection).   This route had an average RTT of 200
ms.   After October 13th, a direct connection from Abilene to calren2 eliminated the vBNS
exchange point and decreased RTT.  RTT variance also lowered.  The long-term effects of this
beneficial change can best be seen in Figure 6-3, where the data is graphed by month.

Supporting Documentation: Examples of weekly and yearly RTT data; trace route data

Figure 6-2: RTT data for October 10, 1999
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Figure 6-3: Yearly RTT data for U. of Alaska to UCI

Before Route Change
(Wed Oct 13 00:13:41 PDT 1999)

∆ After Route Change
(Thu Oct 14 11:47:15 PDT 1999)

Unresolvable Unresolvable
Fai-fw-e1.sons.alaska.edu Fai-fw-e1.sons.alaska.edu
M40 M40
Uacore1-ge-1-0-0-0.pnw-gigapop.net Uacore1-ge-0-0-0-0.pnw-gigapop.net
Westincore1-so-0-1-0-0.pnw-gigapop.net Westincore1-so-0-1-0-0.pnw-gigapop.net
Abilene-gsr-GE4-0.pnw-gigapop.net Abilene-gsr-GE4-0.pnw-gigapop.net
Sttl-pnwgp.abilene.ucaid.edu Sttl-pnwgp.abilene.ucaid.edu
Scrm-sttl.abilene.ucaid.edu Scrm-sttl.abilene.ucaid.edu
Denv-scrm.abilene.ucaid.edu * Losa-scrm.abilene.ucaid.edu
Kscy-denv.abilene.ucaid.edu * USC—abilene.ATM.calren2.net
Ipls-kscy.abilene.ucaid.edu * UCI—USC.POS.calren2.net
Unresolvable Durin.gw.nts.uci.edu
Cs-atm0-0-0-24.rto.vbns.net Unresolvable
UCI-vBNS.Calren2.net * Cpl-cdl-rsm1-vl401.nts.uci.edu
Durin.gw.nts.uci.edu AMP-UCI
Unresolvable
Unresolvable
AMP-UCI

Figure 6-4: Routing information before and route change.
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Case Study #7:  Asychronous Routing

week of: 12 December 1999
primary site: San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)
secondary site: Washington University, St.  Louis (WUSTL)

Figure 7-1: RTT delay for SDSC to WUSTL for week of  12-12-99

Explanation:  Figure 7-1 shows the typical characteristics of a commodity route.   Notice how
the daily RTT values increase and decrease throughout the work week.  This signature is
commonly associated with increased and decreased network congestion throughout the day.
Upon inspection of the trace route data in figure 7-2, however, we see that traffic from SDSC to
WUSTL goes over the vBNS, meaning that both sites are connected to high performance
networks, resulting in a seeming paradox. Instead of seeing traffic patterns like those of Case
Study #1 (a high performance connection), we see signatures much like those in Case Study #2
(a standard commodity connection).  The reason for this ‘commodity-like’ congestion needs
explanation.  With further investigation, we find that data from SDSC to WUSTL is routed over
the vBNS network, while traffic from WUSTL to SDSC transverses the commodity network
(Figure 7-2).  Possible reasons for this curiosity can be: 1) a bad default route on the amplet, or,
2) a router that does not know to send data over the vBNS.  We have found, due to routing policy
and configuration decisions at WUSTL, that point (2) is the reason.  Routing policy at WUSTL
sends all amp subnet traffic over the commodity network, regardless of its destination.
WUSTL’s reason for this policy is that their vBNS network endpoints use ATM adapters while
our AMP boxes use 10/100 baseT.
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Supporting Documentation: Examples of trace route data

Outgoing Path
(Wed Dec 15 00:13:47 PST 1999)

Return Path
(Wed Dec 15 00:53:19 PST 1999)

Medusa.sdsc.edu Ncrc-onc.wustl.edu
Unresolvable Wustl-fddi-starnet.wustl.edu
Gsr-atm0-0-24.dng.vbns.net Fe0-0.starnet1.starnet.net
Unresolvable Stl-core1-s010.cp.verio.net
Unresolvable Vcp1.stl1.verio.net

 AMP-WUSTL Stl1.ord2.verio.net
Ord2.nyc2.verio.net
Nyc2-1.nyc1-1.verio.net
Nyc1.phl02.verio.net
Phl02-0.pne0-0.verio.net
Pne0.cerfnet.verio.net
Pos6-0-155M.phl-bb2.cerf.net
Atm1-0-3.nyc-bb4.cerf.net
Pos2-0-622M.nyc-bb8.cerf.net
Pos5-0-622M.chi-bb4.cerf.net
So4-0-0-622M.dfw-bb2.cerf.net
Pos2-0-622M.lax-bb4.cerf.net
Atm1-0-2-622M.san-bb6.cerf.net
Pos10-0-0-155M.san-bb1.cerf.net
Sdsc-gw.san-bb1.cerf.net
Medusa-atm.sdsc.edu
AMP-SDSC

Figure 7-2: Routing information for forward and reverse path connections between SDSC and WUSTL.
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Case Study #8: Reverse Path Router Change

week of: 10 October 1999
primary site: San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)
secondary site: Arizona State University (ASU)

Figure 8-1: RTT delay for SDSC to ASU for week of  10-10-99.

Explanation:  Figure 8-1 shows a sudden decrease in RTT from 120 ms to 75 ms sometime
during mid-Wednesday.  One could guess that this is due to a path change between SDSC and
ASU.  Upon inspection of Wednesday’s RTT traceroute data (Figure 8-2a), however, we see no
path change between SDSC and ASU.  Upon inspection of the reverse path (ASU to SDSC),
however, we see changes in the routing information (Figure 8-2b).  What makes this case study
unusual, is that the router change eliminated the vBNS and substituted it with a regional network
which are traditionally somewhat slower.  The elimination of extra hops and and exchange points
(needed to get data from Abilene to the vBNS) became possible through this replacment, thus
decreasing RTT.

Supporting Documentation: Examples of trace route data before and after the change

Forward Path Before Router Change
(Wed Oct 13 00:21:26 PDT 1999) ∆ Forward Path After Router Change

(Thu Oct 14 00:23:43 PDT 1999)
Medusa.sdsc.edu Medusa.sdsc.edu
Unresolvable Unresolvable
Gsr-atm0-0-24.dng.vbns.net Gsr-atm0-0-24.dng.vbns.net
Unresolvable Unresolvable
Kscy-ipls.abilene.ucaid.edu Kscy-ipls.abilene.ucaid.edu
Denv-kscy.abilene.ucaid.edu Denv-kscy.abilene.ucaid.edu
Scrm-denv.abilene.ucaid.edu Scrm-denv.abilene.ucaid.edu
Losa-scrm.abilene.ucaid.edu Losa-scrm.abilene.ucaid.edu
Unresolvable Unresolvable
Unresolvable Unresolvable

Figure 8-2a: Routing information for forward paths before and after router change.
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Reverse Path Before Router Change
(Wed Oct 13 00:33:19 PDT 1999)

∆ Reverse Path After Router Change
(Thu Oct 14 00:35:02 PDT 1999)

Main-gw.inre.asu.edu Main-gw.inre.asu.edu
Unresolvable Unresolvable
Scrm-losa.abilene.ucaid.edu * USC--abilene.ATM.calren2.net
Denv-scrm.abilene.ucaid.edu * UCSD--USC.POS.calren2.net
Kscy-denv.abilene.ucaid.edu * Sdsc1--UCSD.ATM.calren2.net
Ipls-kscy.abilene.ucaid.edu AMP-SDSC
Unresolvable
Cs-atm0-0-0-24.sdsc.vbns.net
Unresolvable
AMP-SDSC

Figure 8-2b: Routing information for reverse paths before and after router change.
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Case Study #9: Increased Router Hops Lower RTT

week of: 2 January 2000
primary site: West Virginia University (WVU)
secondary site: Arizona State University (ASU)

Figure 9-1: RTT delay for WVU to ASU for week of  01-02 -2000.

Explanation:  This example shows a small RTT decrease on Monday from about 84 ms to 77
ms.  While this in itself is not significant, what is interesting is that the number of hops in the
path route data (Figure 9-2) increased as the RTT time decreased.  This can be contrasted with
Case Studies #6 and #8 in which RTT increased with an increase in the number of hops.  The
reason for this peculiarity stems from the removal of ATM based components and the
replacement of POS based components.  While more POS components show up in the traceroute
data, there are actually fewer total hops.  This case study was particularly challenging and it’s
solution was provided by vBNS experts.

Supporting Documentation: Examples of trace route data

Before Router Change
(Mon Jan 3 00:31:53 PST 2000) ∆ After Router Change

(Mon Jan 3 14:56:09 PST 2000 )
Unresolvable Unresolvable
Unresolvable Unresolvable
Vcisco-gp.psc.net Vcisco-gp.psc.net
gsr-atm0-0-8.dng.vbns.net * jn1-at1-0-0-8.nor.vbns.net
Unresolvable * jn1-so5-0-0-0.dng.vbns.net
kscy-ipls.abilene.ucaid.edu *Unresolvable
denv-kscy.abilene.ucaid.edu *Unresolvable
scrm-denv.abilene.ucaid.edu kscy-ipls.abilene.ucaid.edu
losa-scrm.abilene.ucaid.edu denv-kscy.abilene.ucaid.edu
Unresolvable scrm-denv.abilene.ucaid.edu
Unresolvable losa-scrm.abilene.ucaid.edu

Unresolvable
Unresolvable

Figure 9-2: Routing information before and after router change.
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Case Study #10:  End Network Failure

week of: 26 December 1999
primary site: University of Tennessee Knoxville (UTK)
secondary site: The University of Oregon (U. of Oregon)

Figure 10-1a: RTT delay for UTK to U. of Oregon for weeks 12-12-99

Figure 10-1b: RTT delay for UTK to U. of Oregon for weeks 12-26-99

Explanation:  This is an interesting example in which RTT was representative of a normal HPC
connection but became erratic for a period of two weeks.  This erratic behavior began on
Tuesday, December 14th (Figure 10-1a) and ended sometime on Tuesday, December 28th (Figure
10-1b).  In order to understand the high variance in RTT we examined the trace route data from
UTK to University of Oregon (Figure 10-4ab) in the hopes of finding a routing change or an
other such hardware related event.  To our surprise, there was no such change.  We did notice,
however, that the last hop took a disproportionately high amount of time, compared to other hops
and varied radically from ping request to ping request.  With this information, we proceeded to
find other examples of this anomaly.  The weekly graphs (Figure 10-2a and Figure 10-2b) from
SDSC to University of Oregon gave us this data.  Finding that both data sets [UTK and U of
Oregon] and [U of Oregon and SDSC] reflected the same problem we were able to verify that the
erratic RTT problem existed at University of Oregon.  In other words, it was not related to the
SDSC or UTK hosts. While the exact problem, which led to an increase in RTT, is not clearly
identified we feel that it can be attributed to one of three pieces of hardware: either the 0car-
0gw.oregon-gigapop.net router, the nlanr-amp.oregon-gigapop.net box or  some level 1 or level 2
failure in between these pieces of hardware (such as a bad switch).  The problem was fixed
sometime on Tuesday, December 28th.
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Supporting Documentation: Further examples of  RTT graphs, examples of trace route data.

Figure 10-2a: RTT delay for SDSC to U of Oregon for the week of 12-12-99

Figure 10-2b: RTT delay for SDSC to U. of Oregon for week of  12-26-99

Figure 10-3: RTT delay for SDSC to U. of Oregon for 12-20-99
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Trace Route Data: UTK to U. of Oregon
(Tue Dec 28 00:09:40 PST 1999)

Time 1 (ms) Time 2 (ms) Time 3 (ms)

R5HM01V277.NS.UTK.EDU 0.755 0.644 0.631
Unresolvable 1.679 1.405 1.466
UTK-GATECH.NS.UTK.EDU 32.950 32.952 32.940
ast-dng.vbns.sox.net 34.450 33.972 34.462
jn1-at1-0-0-0.ast.vbns.net 35.012 35.416 34.975
jn1-so5-0-0-0.wae.vbns.net 49.491 49.460 49.330
Abilene-vbns.abilene.ucaid.edu 54.557 54.673 54.732
clev-nycm.abilene.ucaid.edu 65.940 66.938 66.923
ipls-clev.abilene.ucaid.edu 72.936 73.027 72.866
kscy-ipls.abilene.ucaid.edu 82.493 81.974 81.490
denv-kscy.abilene.ucaid.edu 92.968 92.444 92.406
ogig-den.oregon-gigapop.net 124.488 124.379 124.000
0car-0gw.oregon-gigapop.net 123.892 123.506 124.507
AMP-Oregon 669.401 1052.441 268.516

Figure 10-4a: Trace route data from UTK to University of Oregon.

Trace Route Data: SDSC to U of Oregon
(Tue Dec 28 00:09:22 PST 1999)

Time 1 (ms) Time 2 (ms) Time 3 (ms)

medusa.sdsc.edu 0.529 0.395 0.322
Unresolvable 4.681 4.946 4.946
gsr-atm0-0-24.dng.vbns.net 52.173 51.482 51.950
Unresolvable 54.648 54.774 54.481
kscy-ipls.abilene.ucaid.edu 54.764 54.635 55.165
denv-kscy.abilene.ucaid.edu 55.292 55.467 55.493
ogig-den.oregon-gigapop.net 65.434 64.930 64.807
0car-0gw.oregon-gigapop.net 65.179 64.865 65.939
AMP-Oregon 112.823 820.868 109.104

Figure 10-4b: Trace route data from SDSC to University of Oregon.


